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Technology Trends in the Hotel Industry – The self-service 

 

1. Introduction 

What in the Airline industry already is taken for granted is still in the introduction phase in the 

Hotel industry. Self-service and automation in hotels is far not that common as in other 

industries. Long queues on the hotel reception on peak times are still the norm. But why is the 

hotel industry dragging behind? The aim of this trend study is to evaluate reasons for this 

phenomenon and to show the big picture of self service in the accommodation industry. 

 

2. History 

The first Company to approach self-service in the hotel industry was NCR Corporation in the 

1980s. Although this approach was still not about self-check-in but they introduced ATMs in the 

hospitality environment. The NCR Corporation is still developing technological solutions for 

hotels, airlines and airports as well as car rental companies. Another big partner of the hotel 

industry concerning self-service solutions was IBM which provided in the early 21st century 

several big hotel chains with self-service check-in machines. 

 

3. Present Situation 

In a world where tablet PC’s and smartphones are becoming almost indispensable and where 

there is an existing application for almost everything, the hotel industry still lags behind in 

matters of the introduction of automated self 

service facilities. Foremost Bigger hotel chains 

like Hilton and Novotel, which belongs to the 

Accor group, have introduced (foremost in their 

business hotels) new technologies to substitute 

long queues at the reception desks. They 

provide self-check-in machines in their lobby’s 

as well as possibilities to check in online and 

wireless with smartphones. 
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4. How it works 

The new technology allows guests to check in via their mobile device already before the arrival. 

Once in the hotel, he can pick up his room key from a machine which recognizes the reservation 

and the check-in for example through a printed or mobile barcode. 

 

5. Advantages 

The advantages of a self-check system are obvious: The reduction of the queues in front of the 

reception desks helps on the one hand staff to handle more important tasks like the assistance 

to customers with problems and special wishes. On the other hand it enables customers to 

effect the check-in themselves immediately which saves time. Foremost for Business clients, a 

self-service possibility makes a hotel attractive. 

On the long term, a self-check system leads trough more efficiency to cost reductions for staff.  

 

6. Disadvantages 

For some customers, personal assistance is still of high importance and part of the experience. 

Although not all the personal assistance can be replaced by machines, through the self-service a 

big part of this assistance falls apart. Another disadvantage is the fact that a system like this is a 

big investment and to implement one, a hotel needs not only a lot of funds for the hard- and 

software itself, but also for the recruitment of the staff to help customers with the new 

technology. Last but not least: Not all customers have the ability to conduct a self-check in, 

thinking in elderly people for example which may lack the know-how. 

 

7. Conclusion 

Providing a self-service possibility to the clients helps a hotel or hotel chain without doubt to 

position itself as happening and modern. It provides great advantages for clients which do not 

have a lot of time (e.g. business clients) or which particularly like using new technology. With 

the advancing technologies, customers also develop different expectations and wishes. Thus, 

the hotel industry is well advised to keep up with those new technological possibilities. 

Nevertheless, it would be dangerous to focus only on self-service, because personal service has 

a big tradition in the hotel industry and a lot of customers would not want to miss out on it 
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(more or less, depending on the target group). This could be the reason why the establishment 

process in the hotel industry is such a long haul.  

 

 In my opinion, the key to success is to find the right balance between self-service and personal 

assistance, also considering, that self-service in the hotel industry still has a long way to go until 

it is as well established and known by clients as for example in the airline/airport industry. 
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